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Humans burning things has become the main threat to breathable air.
To survive the human-body needs breathable air.
For how long can you hold your breath? 4Minutes, then you gulp for air. No
breathable air to gulp, You die! People die quickly in fires, no breathable air.

Human POLLUTION is CHOKING us !
It starts with the individual who use their windpipe as a chimney & their lung as
sieve for toxic-fumes & air impurities. Using the human-body as chimney is a
severe health-risk & an insult to 1GOD's design. Smoking the addiction!
Addiction is repetitive compulsive behavior gratifying a perceived need. Addicts
delude themselves by not accepting the harm their behavior is doing. Harm to
themselves, family, friends, work-mates & community.
Addicts do not believe they are addicted as long as they are enjoying them-selves
& holding their lives together. Once addicted they become a threat to themselves & their community. They become delusional, immoral, dishonest,
deceitful, selfish, uncaring & anti-social. This forces the community to control
their life-style. Limiting freedoms & rights.
Smokers stink from the mouth. Their clothing stink. They stink up a room.
Ashes are everywhere. Butts are everywhere. They are dirty, disgusting,
stinking individuals. Shun them! Shame them. Hold them accountable!
Smokers are a health-risk to them-selves. They burn
their lips, teeth, gums, mouth, throat, windpipe & lungs
becoming sick, a burden to the community. Smokers
are lazy taking many smoke-breaks & self-inflicted
sickies.
Smokers are a health-risk to others. Pregnant smokers are hurting their unborn.
After birth these newborn are sentenced to a life of having health issues. They
may have deformities/disabilities,.. Hurting unborn: MS/R3
Smokers are negligent. They start fires, homes, grass, forest..
They are held accountable, MS/R4 & pay compensation.
MS/R5 injured people &/or animals.
MS/R6 killed people &/or animals.

Passive smoke (assault) hurts people. Smokers that create passive smoke are
prosecuted, MS/R3 Entities (work, leisure, entertainment,... ) that allow
smoking are prosecuted, MS/R3 & have to pay compensation. Government
that allow smoking are replaced & prosecuted, MS/R7
In 1951 it was established that smoking is unhealthy a severe threat. Government & Government agencies/departments that didn't 'Ban' smoking failed to
serve & protect the community. Retrospective legislation is passed & these
guilty get, MS/R7
Any individual or group, business or other entity that promotes (advertising,
marketing, freebies), allows (parents, teachers, work, clubs, eateries, entertainment venue,...), profits (suppliers, manufacturers, transporters, wholesalers, retailers), makes available 'Smokes' &/or smoking accessories, MS/R7 It
doesn't matter what the 'Smokes' contain. The act of smoking is the health-risk.

ZERO TOLERANCE to SMOKING !!!

Humans burning things(coal, dung, gas, oil & wood) for indoor, outdoor,
cooking & heating. This is polluting breathable air, making it a health-risk.
Burning starts fires. Replace burning with non-burning methods.

Too much leisure-time, too large homes, too large incomes, too many unneeded
gadgets, has created a spike in ever increasing energy needs. Currently Energy
is polluting, has high establishing costs, high running & maintenance costs.
Polluting Energy relies on burning, Coal, Gas, Oil & Uranium.

COAL

IS CHOKING US

Clean Coal is a FRAUD!

The fossil fuel coal is used to produce dirty energy.
Burning coal produces great amounts of air polluting smoke
& Carbon dioxide. Carbon dioxide drifts up 50% is washed
down by rain the rest drifts into the atmosphere were it accumulates. The Carbon dioxide lets through sunlight to heat
the Earth but prevents some of the heat from being radiated back into space.
The result is that Earth's surface is slowly heating up. This heating up of surface
temperature has increased dramatically since year 'O'* (2004). This warming is
decreasing the size of glaciers & polar ice-caps. Resulting in rising sea levels &
climate change.
*Custodian-Guardian New-Age time-management

A reduction in coal-burning to '0'(zero) is needed now.
However the people responsible for burning coal are corrupt, dishonest, selfish
& cannot be relied on to stop burning coal. Therefore the source (coal) for
burning must be denied the polluters. Coal-mines are to be shut. Coal-burning
equipment is to be dismantled. Coal-miners & burners are held accountable,
prosecuted, MS/R7

STOP
...lorries

close Mines:

SURVIVE!

Coal as energy provider should not just be replaced by another energy provider.
But energy usage per person needs to be reduced & Night-Curfew enforced.
The human body was not designed to be nocturnal. Humans misused their
brain-power to create a nocturnal lifestyle. This lifestyle wastes a lot of energy,
increases crime, is unhealthy, increases energy usage,...
A 7 hour Night-curfew from 14-21 hours (C-G Klock) is mandatory. During
Night-Curfew 'NO' road transport (public, private, commercial...) is allowed to
move on roads except emergency vehicles! No advertising, street lights, traffic
lights,...are on. No businesses are open. Airports are closed! No air transport is
operating. Air transport must land at the nearest available landing field! No rail
movement! Railway stations & terminals are closed! Trains stay stationary in
the station during Curfew!

Nobody works (everything is closed) except minimum emergency
personal. No energy is to be used except for emergency or heating!
1 public news radio station is allowed all other entertainment is
switched off! No office, no manufacturing or retailer is to operate
or use energy! Homes can use heating in extreme cold. The Shire
enforces Night-Curfew.
Power-Stations that burn (coal, gas, oil, uranium) to create
energy are SHUT-Down & dismantled. Energy is produced
by non-burning. Polluting Owners & operators are prosecuted, MS/R7 Coal & Uranium mines are closed & sealed.
Mining Owners & operators are prosecuted, MS/R7
Nuclear power-stations are not an alternative. They pollute the air, water & soil.
It creates residue(radioactivity) that stays a threat for generations. The residue
is also used to create weapons of mass killing & polluting environment.

Their is no reliable method of storing the residue.
Existing Nuclear power-stations are shut down & dismantled. Operators are
prosecuted, MS/R7. Governments that support Nuclear Energy are a great
threat to Humankund & other lifeforms. This type of Government is replaced &
held accountable: MS/R7.
Coal burning transport ends. These transport
become scrap. Operators are prosecuted:
MS/R7
Coal burning transport is replaced by none
burning transport.
Burning to move domestic & non-domestic transport (air, land,sea) Ends! Gas
& Oil have non-burning use. Domestic & non-domestic transport on Freeways is

replaced with'Freeway-Trams'! Long-distance overland transport is by Rail.
Cruise-ships are scrapped as are pleasure-cruisers, jetskies & outboard motors

The use of petrol engines to power tools (construction, garden, hobby) ends. All
petrol & gas engines are crushed. Manufacturers of these engines are held accountable: MS/R7. Petrol & gas engines are replaced with non-burning power.
To reduce energy town-planning is changing. Sprawling suburbs with individual
homes with vanity gardens. Are replaced with Cluster-homes. This reduces the
need to travel (less pollution). Denser living reduces energy usage.

Non-breathable Air. You have 4 minutes to live!
We make You these offers:
Become a 'Supporter' & start a Gathering.
Or
Become a 'Volunteer' & proclaim our message.
Or
Make a donation. Funds are used to proclaim
our 'Vision' implement our 'Mission'.
Universe Custodian Guardians PO Box 662
Endeavour Hills 3802 Vic Australia
Or
Wait, for Evil, profiteering & pollution, annihilate
You & people that are close.
Note! before making a decision check out,
www.universecustodianguardians.org
These offers don't appeal. Please pass on to friend
or foe. We endeavor to have every person on our
beautiful 'Planet Earth' receive these offers.
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